
Students: 

Yushi Fukada -Yushi (Japan)

Pavat Pichestin - Phu (Thailand)

Namthip Vannalath- Fern (Laos)

Ayano Miyamori - Ayano (Japan)

Hsu Wut Yee- Rosy (Myanmar) 

Advisors: 

Natalie Victorino - Nat (Philippines)

Nguyen Huyen Trang - Trang 

(Vietnam) 
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How much do you think the Asian population 
of children who are not enrolled in school.

A:26 millions

B: 32 millions

C: 45 millions

2

26 millions =0.74% of the current population

ANSWER:
A (26 millions)

2040: 30 millions children without education

3.5billions
４billions

Forecast of Asia’s population



What is the importance of

high quality education?
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No 

education

No literacy 

and 

basic knowledge
Unstable 

jobs

Low 

income

No money 

for next 

generation

Children 

working



TYCA Asian Vision 2040

To make education 
boundless and equal by 

providing a fully 
personalized internet-based 

educational service



Our Goals
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1. Create an educational network which will 

connect students from all over Asia

2. Provide accessible high quality education

3. Foster human resource development



19th century



21st century



But the world is changing...



source: https://wearesocial.com/special-reports/digital-southeast-asia-2017



Source: https://wearesocial.com/special-reports/digital-southeast-asia-2017 10



source: https://www.technavio.com/report/global-generic-e-learning-courses-market-analysis-share-
2018?utm_source=t10&utm_medium=bw_wk44&utm_campaign=businesswire

The e-learning industry is growing exponentially



What about the world in 2040?
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Education

Technology

Facilitator

Edu Tec
+



What EduTec+ will provide?
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- Personalized digital learning plan 
- Virtual classroom- holograms
- International translators 



AI: 
recommend a curriculum 

and 
host practice sessions

An interactive 

classroom for 

everyone….



People: Meet your 
new facilitators! 

Teachers:
Creating lessons

+

Counseling
Facilitating

AI:
No human elements



Why should we use

this service ???

● Less inequality

● Remove facility problems

● Improve self-study, and 

student-centered learning

● No animal experiments

with use of improved VR
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For example: VR(Virtual Reality)
● VR headsets / multi-

projected 

environments  

➡Generate realistic 

images,sounds and 

other sensation

● Interactive computer-

generated experiments 

➡Take place within a 

simulated environment
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Traditional learning Vs  Edutec+
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Traditional learning Vs  Edutec+
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Traditional learning Vs  Edutec+
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Traditional 

learning 
EduTec+<



As a conclusion...
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What do we 

want to do?

How will we 

achieve them? What problem 

can we solve?



I believe that today’s dreams 
become tomorrow’s reality. And let 
us make our dreams become 
tomorrow’s reality

Malala Yousafzai
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